GET ENGAGED IN RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

Become an EES Maverick!

Greetings,

Our faculty members offer research opportunities for undergraduate and graduate students in areas of environmental health, climate science, hydrogeology, geochemistry, paleontology, and sedimentary geology. The National Science Foundation, Department of Energy, National Institute of Health, and other private sponsors support these opportunities.

Our undergraduate program has two focus areas, in Geology and in Environmental Sciences. We offer a summer field camp in Texas and New Mexico that is part of the Geology education. The multi-disciplinary graduate program consists of a Masters and Ph.D. degree programs in Environmental and Earth Sciences. Our faculty and staff are also engaged in events and activities that connect the community to Earth and environmental science education.

Feel free to contact us, we are eager to hear from you!

Best regards,

Arne Winguth
Professor and Chair

DEGREE PROGRAMS

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

- B.S Environmental Sciences
- B.S. in Geology
- B.A. in Geology

MASTER OF SCIENCE

- Geoscience Option
- Environmental Science Option
- Petroleum Geoscience Professional Option
- Environmental Science Professional Option

PH.D. in SCIENCE

Ph.D. in Earth and Environmental Sciences

For more information contact:

Undergraduate Student Advisor:
E. Gibson (Email: eranelsha.gibson@uta.edu)

Academic Graduate Advisors:
Dr. A. Hunt (Email: hunt@uta.edu)
Dr. M. Nestell (Email: nestell@uta.edu)
GET INVOLVED

UTA Geological Society serves to promote geology and to stimulate interests in earth sciences.

The Society of Sigma Gamma recognizes scholarships and professionalism in the earth sciences.

The Environmental Club is a voluntary group working towards the conservation and sustainability of their environment.

American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG) provides students with the opportunity to gain skills in leadership.

THE EES FACULTY

Asish Basu, Ph.D. University of California Davis, Professor Emeritus
Majie Fan, Ph.D. University of Arizona, Associate Professor
Max Hu, Ph.D., University of Ariona, Professor
Andrew Hunt, Ph.D., Liverpool University, U.K., Associate Professor
Un-Jung Kim, Ph.D., Pusan University, Korea, Assistant Professor
Matthew Locke, Ph.D., Cardiff University, U.K., Shimadzu Lab
Galina Nestell, Ph.D., St. Petersburg, Russia, Adjunct Research Professor
Merlynd Nestell, Ph.D., Oregon State University, Professor
Kirk Schleifarth, Ph.D., Northern Arizona University, Lecturer
Hyeong-Moo Shin, Ph.D., University of California Irvine, Assistant Professor
John Wickham, Ph.D., The Johns Hokins University, Professor Emeritus
Arne Winguth, Ph.D., University of Hamburg, Germany, Professor and Chair
Cornelia Winguth, Ph.D. University of Hamburg, Assistant Professor of Instruction

THE DEPARTMENT OF EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

University of Texas Arlington

Location:
107 Geoscience Building, 500 Yates Street, Arlington, Texas 76019

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 19049, Arlington, TX 76019

P: 817-272-2987 F: 817-272-2628 E: ees@uta.edu